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a b s t r a c t 

Model-driven development (MDD) is an approach for supporting the development of soft- 

ware systems, in which high-level modeling artifacts drive the production of time and 

effort-consuming low-level artifacts, such as the source code. Previous studies of the MDD 

effectiveness showed that it significantly increases development productivity, because the 

development effort is focused on the business domain rather than technical issues. How- 

ever, MDD was exploited in the context of agent-based development in a limited way, and 

most of the existing proposals demonstrated the effectiveness of using MDD in this con- 

text by argumentation or examples, lacking disciplined empirical analyses. In this paper, 

we explore the use of MDD for agent-based modeling and simulation in the adaptive traf- 

fic signal control (ATSC) domain, in which autonomous agents are in charge of managing 

traffic light indicators to optimize traffic flow. We propose an MDD approach, composed 

of a modeling language and model-to-code transformations for producing runnable sim- 

ulations automatically. In order to analyze the productivity gains of our MDD approach, 

we compared the amount of design and implementation artifacts produced using our ap- 

proach and traditional simulation platforms. Results indicate that our approach reduces the 

workload to develop agent-based simulations in the ATSC domain. 

© 2017 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved. 

 

 

 

 

 

1. Introduction 

Agent-based simulations have been widely used to understand the emergent behavior of complex systems. These systems

are composed of multiple entities, or agents, which can interact with each other and are situated in an environment that

they can perceive and modify through their actions. It is not trivial to formulate analytical models that can simulate the

behavior of such complex systems. Building them is a challenging task that has been widely investigated in the context of

agent-based modeling and simulation (ABMS), a simulation paradigm that uses autonomous agents and multiagent systems

to reproduce and explore a phenomenon under investigation. 
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ABMS has been used to model simulations in many application areas, such as traffic, ecology, economics, and epidemiol-

ogy [58] . According to Macal and North [58] , in these cases, ABMS was selected as the simulation paradigm because it can

explicitly incorporate the complexity arising from individual behavior and interactions that exist in real-world scenarios. Ad-

ditionally, in agent-based simulations, agents can be endowed with learning or evolutionary capabilities to adapt to changes

in themselves or the environment. Artificial intelligence techniques that provide such capabilities are well established and

can be incorporated in agents leading to more realistic simulations [54] . 

The development of agent-based simulations involves different roles that must interact and communicate, each role hav-

ing distinct expertise [30] . This is often a barrier to a successful development. Usually, the domain expertise is concentrated

on the thematician and modeler roles, while the technical expertise (in ABMS and its simulation platforms) is concentrated

on the computer scientist and programmer roles. Researchers have already argued about the importance of tools and build-

ing blocks that increase the abstraction level and therefore reduce the required technical expertise [44,54,65,89] . Such ap-

proaches would potentially ease the development of agent-based simulations. 

Many alternatives have been proposed for supporting the development of agent-based simulations. Agent-based simula-

tion platforms are the most promising, because they consider multiagent system (MAS) aspects such as agents, interactions,

and the environment, in addition to simulation aspects such as the creation and initialization of entities and agents. These

platforms, however, demand previous expertise in ABMS or programming. This demand for technical expertise would be

significantly reduced by the provision of a solution that enables creating simulations by means of ABMS-related building

blocks. 

An approach towards this direction is model-driven development (MDD) [6,78] , a software development approach whose

goal is to express domain concepts effectively. MDD makes domain concepts (e.g., adaptation) available for modeling by

means of a domain-specific language (DSL) [60] . Traditional software development approaches, in contrast, often only pro-

vide concepts from the solution space (e.g., programming statements and abstract types). Transformation engines and code

generators reduce or suppress the development effort when using MDD [78] . 

MDD has already been considered by the modeling and simulation (M&S) community as a promising approach for pro-

ducing executable simulations from models [20] , and MDD approaches focused particularly on ABMS have been proposed.

On the one hand, there are MDD approaches that rely on—or are inspired by—Unified Modeling Language (UML) diagrams.

In these approaches, effectiveness is compromised because UML is not expressive enough to specify intricate aspects of

agent-based systems [9] . On the other hand, there are MDD approaches that propose new metamodels or modeling lan-

guages. However, they consider modeling and code generation of just a few aspects of agent-based simulations, leaving

much left to be developed in specific applications. Sophisticated agent features which are recurrent in agent-based simula-

tions, such as adaptation or learning, are not considered. Moreover, these MDD approaches have been mostly evaluated from

the point of view of feasibility . Evaluation, with quantification, of effectiveness is almost never considered. Therefore, there is

a lack of empirical evidence regarding the effectiveness that MDD approaches promote to the development of agent-based

simulations. 

In this paper, we address these issues by further exploring the use of MDD in the context of ABMS and empirically as-

sessing the benefits it provides. Previous work on MDD showed that the more specific the application domain, the higher

the chance of success [46] . Therefore, we focus on the adaptive traffic signal control (ATSC) domain, in which autonomous

agents are in charge of managing traffic light indicators and should be able to adapt their control policy in order to optimize

traffic flow. We thus present an MDD approach for developing agent-based simulations in the ATSC domain. To develop our

MDD approach, we (i) performed a domain analysis; (ii) designed a metamodel and modeling language; and (iii) developed

model-to-code transformations. For the domain analysis, we considered existing simulations, which adopt either adaptation

or reinforcement learning techniques in our target domain, to keep the scope limited due to the aforementioned reasons.

Because these techniques are often complex to develop, the designed modeling language provides building blocks for mod-

eling together with automated transformations for code generation. Although we focused on a specific domain, concepts

included in our modeling language can potentially be adopted in other domains. In order to analyze the productivity gains

of our MDD approach, we compared the amount of design and implementation artifacts produced using our approach and

traditional simulation platforms. Results indicate that our approach reduces 60–86% of the workload to develop agent-based

simulations in the ATSC domain. 

Specifically, this work provides the following contributions: (i) a domain-specific modeling language (DSML) and code

generator, which together support the development of applications in the investigated domain and potentially in similar

domains; and (ii) an empirical evaluation that concretely demonstrates the benefits of MDD for developing agent-based

simulations in the ATSC domain. The DSML metamodel captures aspects that have not been considered in existing meta-

models for agent-based simulations and thus can be considered as a contribution to the ABMS field as well. Additionally,

from the steps followed to identify recurrent concepts that are present in existing agent-based simulations, we describe

a derived bottom-up domain analysis method. This method led us to successfully develop an MDD approach in the ATSC

domain and can potentially be used to identify and to abstract concepts in other domains. 

2. Background on model-driven development 

Software engineering provides support for professional software development by means of techniques for specification,

design, and evolution of systems. Software models are widely used in software engineering. In model-based development,
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models are used as guidance to source code implementation, playing a secondary role in the software development pro-

cess. In model-driven development (MDD) [78] , in contrast, models are first-class citizens , and the development is driven by

modeling artifacts [81] . In MDD, models are used to (semi-)automatically generate the source code of software systems and

thus play a leading role in the development process. 1 This (semi-)automatic generation of source code improves efficiency,

productivity, reliability, reusability, and interoperability. Therefore, making domain abstractions available for modeling is fun- 

damental in MDD. Previous work on the use of MDD in domains such as automotive manufacturing, mobile devices, and

telecommunications, showed that productivity increases because the modeling effort is focused on domain concerns instead

of programming statements [80] . In the context of the software development in industry, Tovalnen and Kelly [84] showed

that MDD approaches can increase productivity by a 5–10x factor. 

According to Schmidt [78] , an MDD approach combines the following elements: (i) domain-specific modeling languages,

and (ii) transformation engines and generators. The former allows effectively expressing domain concepts, while the latter

introduces automation. These elements are described as follows. 

A domain-specific modeling language (DSML) is a modeling language designed for a particular domain, trading generality

for expressiveness [81] . The type system of a DSML formalizes the application structure, behavior, and requirements of that

particular domain [78] . Therefore, DSMLs provide high-level, off-the-shelf, abstractions for the business-related concepts and

process. For instance, a DSML for the simulation of dynamical systems (e.g., Simulink) would offer abstractions related to

electric motors and power control. General-purpose languages, such as Java, can be used for simulating these elements,

but they would demand additional effort and programming skills to build such abstractions from scratch. By reducing the

amount of programming expertise needed, DSLMs open up their application domain to a larger group of users [60] . The

focus on a particular domain—in our case, ABMS—brings reading and learning efficiency and allow expressing what , instead

of how , to compute [23,56] . 

A common way of describing DSMLs is metamodeling [78] . A metamodel defines concepts and relationships among

them, in addition to their key semantics and constraints within a domain. The construction of a metamodel follows from a

metamodeling activity, on which a domain analysis is performed to identify the domain concepts that should be provided

by a DSML and thus must be included in the metamodel [82] . Usually, a metamodel is constructed upon a meta-metamodel

that provides elementary concepts to define metamodel elements, such as the ability to represent relationships between

them. A metamodel is thus an instance of a meta-metamodel. A model of a system, in turn, is an instance of the domain

metamodel. Meta-metamodels, metamodels, and models represent different abstraction layers of an MDD approach. These 

layers are organized by their abstraction level, as shown in Fig. 1 . The meta-metamodel is at the top (M3) layer, followed by

the metamodel (M2) and model (M1) layers. The bottom layer (M0) contains model instances, which represent particular

systems. 

While the metamodel describes the domain concepts available for building models (in other words, the language abstract

syntax), the notation used to render these concepts is specified by the language concrete syntax [6] . An effective concrete

syntax reduces the abstraction gap by providing building blocks that expressively represent domain concepts, leading to

a more productive environment. The precise meaning of the symbols used in the concrete syntax is formalized by the

semantics of the language. The semantics of a DSML must be either well-documented or intuitively clear, adopting concepts

from the problem space so that a user having domain knowledge will recognize the domain elements [81] . 

The second element of an MDD approach, model transformation, is a process that converts models. With a transfor-

mation engine, a source model can be converted to a target model or to code. The former conversion is called model-to-

model ( m2m ) transformation, and the latter is model-to-code transformation ( m2c ). Transformation rules are specified at

the metamodel level to map elements of distinct metamodels or to map elements to code statements, as shown in Fig. 1 .

For example, transformation rules can map elements of class diagrams from the UML to statements of the Java program-

ming language. Model-to-code transformations are the basis of source code generators that, in turn, automate the creation

of low-level software artifacts (e.g., lines of code). Manually creating such artifacts is an effort-consuming t ask and requires

technical expertise. Moreover, pieces of code for recurrent structures and concepts are often repeatedly implemented. By

putting these pieces of code into code generators, an MDD approach increases productivity in software development. 

Although there is no restriction in the way metamodels and model transformations are specified, there are initiatives to-

ward standardization in MDD. The model-driven architecture (MDA) by the Object Management Group (OMG) [62,79] is the

most prominent one. Indeed, the four abstraction layers presented in Fig. 1 are part of the MDA metamodeling framework.

In this framework, the meta object facility (MOF) is the standard meta-metamodel, and the query/view/transformation (QVT)

and mof2text languages are proposed for specifying m2m and m2c transformations, respectively. Other standards have been

proposed as alternatives to MOF and QVT/mof2text, such as the EMF Ecore 2 meta-metamodel and the ATL 3 and Xpand 

4 

transformation languages. 
1 The term model-based is often used in the M&S literature to describe approaches that systematically use models as the primary artifact of a simulation 

development process. In this work, we adopt the term model-driven to refer to these approaches. Our choice is aligned both with the software engineering 

terminology and that used by Çetinkaya et al. [18] . 
2 http://www.eclipse.org/modeling/emf/ . 
3 http://www.eclipse.org/atl . 
4 http://www.eclipse.org/modeling/m2t/?project=xpand . 

http://www.eclipse.org/modeling/emf/
http://www.eclipse.org/atl
http://www.eclipse.org/modeling/m2t/?project=xpand
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Fig. 1. MDD abstraction layers and model transformation elements. Adapted from [14] . 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3. MDD for ABMS 

In this section, we describe the proposed model-driven development approach for agent-based simulations. We start

by introducing the selected agent-based simulation domain: adaptive traffic signal control (ATSC). As previously stated, we

focus specifically on this domain due to the trade-off between generality and expressiveness. Also, there is evidence that

regarding MDD the more specific the application domain, the higher the chance of success [46] . After introducing the ATSC

domain, we describe the conducted domain analysis, then we present the resulting metamodel, modeling language, and

model-to-code transformations. 

In the area of traffic signal control, the goal is to develop traffic control systems that i) maximize the overall capacity

of the traffic network; ii) maximize capacity of critical routes and intersection that represent bottlenecks; iii) minimize

negative impacts of traffic on the environment and energy consumption; iv) minimize travel times; and v) increase traffic

safety [10] . In such systems, traffic signals devices (e.g., traffic lights) are used to control the flow of vehicles. 

In scenarios with simple, predictable traffic demand, a fixed traffic signal control policy that produces satisfactory results

can be easily developed and deployed. In contrast, in scenarios with complex traffic demands, traffic control systems should

be able to adapt their policies to the current traffic conditions. Agent-based systems is an alternative that has been con-

sidered for creating these adaptive traffic signal control (ATSC) systems. Agents are autonomous and distributed by nature,

and adaptive decision-making techniques such as anticipation and learning can be easily incorporated into them [11] . By

being endowed with learning capabilities, for example, agents can refine traffic control policies in real time [59] and thus

optimize the overall traffic flow for a more efficient use of the existing infrastructure. Indeed, the successful use of agents

have been reported in traffic specialized literature (e.g., [22,27,50] ). For a review of agent-based systems for traffic control,

we refer the reader to elsewhere [11,22] . We next describe the domain analysis conducted to identify the domain concepts

present in ATSC agent-based simulations. These domain concepts are the basis for creating the metamodel for agent-based

simulations. 

3.1. Domain analysis 

Any source of explicit or implicit domain knowledge can be considered in the domain analysis [60] . In this work, we

essentially used existing agent-based simulations in the ATSC domain. Derived domain concepts were further validated using

domain expert knowledge. Consequently, our domain analysis was performed using a bottom-up approach, to reduce the

bias of individual experts’ views while identifying domain concepts. However, we consulted ABMS experts to select ATSC
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simulations for analysis. As result, we used as source work on self-organizing traffic lights [24,34] and reinforcement learning

for traffic light control [59,63,90] . 

To guide the domain analysis, we considered existing work in this context, focused on MAS. Hassan et al. [45] proposed

a process to guide the identification and formalization of domain concepts. A similar initiative was proposed by Garro and

Russo [33] . In spite of providing valuable guidelines for identifying agents, interactions, and environmental entities, these

processes do not provide support for identifying higher level concepts, such as adaptation and learning, in addition to sim-

ulation aspects of ABMS, such as temporal extent, initialization, and observation. To overcome this issue, we followed the

Overview, Design concepts, and Details (ODD) protocol [41] . This protocol guides the identification and specification of most

of the key characteristics of a simulation, such as its structure, agent capabilities (e.g., learning) and its underlying processes.

Thus, our domain analysis method was composed of the following steps. 

Step 1 Concept Preliminary List. A list of MAS-related concepts was identified using the existing ATSC simulations (e.g.,

agents and the environment), following the steps of Hassan et al. [45] and Garro and Russo [33] . 

Step 2 ODD-based Refinement. The ODD protocol was used to refine identified concepts, considering simulation aspects

and additional agent capabilities such as learning. 

Step 3 Concept Abstractions. Identified concepts, already refined based on the ODD protocol, were analyzed in order

to find their underlying essence. The analysis considered recurrent characteristics and behaviors. Similar concepts

were abstracted as a single, essential concept, or generalized to a parent concept. During the analysis, a list of

abstractions was built, containing the domain terminology and concepts, and generalizations. 

Step 4 Domain Modeling. The list of abstractions was used to build the domain model, which is described in the next

section. 

Considering our investigated domain, after performing the step 1 described above, we identified different recurrent MAS-

related concepts, which are: environment, agents and their perceptions, vehicles, and demand. They are detailed as follows.

The environment of an ATSC simulation is a traffic network, which is composed of links and nodes that represent road

lanes and intersections, respectively. Such traffic network is often provided as separated files, such as open street maps. 

A traffic signal controller (TSC) is an agent in charge of managing traffic light indicators (red, yellow, and green). TSC

agents are created at each intersection and their perception is related to their incoming and outgoing lanes, such as the

queue length and throughput. Additionally, it is assumed that TSC agents are able to perceive vehicle-related data, such as

speed, and travel/waiting time. Fig. 2 a presents a TSC agent with its incoming/outgoing lanes and traffic light indicators. 

The design of a TSC agent involves a set of concepts from the traffic control domain, which comprises our basic domain

terminology and is shown in Figs. 2 b and 2 c. A stage describes a particular set of allowed traffic movements for vehicles

in the lanes of the intersection. For each TSC, many stages are defined to regulate the traffic flow. A phase is a period in

which the indicators of the corresponding stage are green, allowing the traffic flow. In addition to the green interval, a

phase can specify a change interval (yellow) and a clearance interval (in which all the indicators of the intersection are red

before activating the next phase). A cycle is a period of time during which all associated stages take place. Consequently,

the duration of a cycle corresponds to the sum of its phase intervals. Finally, a plan is a set of phases plus the sequence in

which they are activated. An offset can be defined for a plan and corresponds to the period in which the activation of the

first phase is postponed. Fig. 2 c shows two possible plans of the TSC agent, each with distinct phases. Both plans consider

a cycle of 50 seconds. In order to evaluate the effectiveness of TSC agents, vehicles are created in the traffic network during

the simulation according to a traffic demand. 

Following step 2 of our domain analysis method, we used the ODD protocol to guide the identification of how each ex-

isting simulation deals with adaptation. Wiering [90] , Oliveira and Bazzan [63] , and Mannion et al. [59] described the use

of reinforcement learning by TSC agents. Each work adopted a particular state representation and reward function, and the

policy learned by TSC agents is related to stage, phase, or plan selection. The work on self-organizing traffic lights [24,34] in-

troduced a set of adaptive criteria, based on traffic conditions, which drive TSC agent decisions. These introduced adaptation

approaches share a common characteristic: TSCs have designer-specified fixed plans, which are used as comparison base-

lines. Next, we describe how these observations and concepts were abstracted by following steps 3 and 4 of our domain

analysis method to derive the domain model. 

3.2. Metamodel 

We next describe the key element of our MDD approach: a metamodel that is in accordance with the concepts identi-

fied in our domain model. The metamodel was built following the abstraction step of our domain analysis method. It was

constructed upon the EMF Ecore meta-metamodel, introduced in Section 2 . In the following two sections we describe the

elements that compose the metamodel. 

3.2.1. Agent and traffic control elements 

Fig. 3 presents the metamodel elements related to agents and to how traffic control elements are incorporated into them.

The basic elements of the metamodel are agent, entity, and attribute. An entity represents any object existing in a simulation

(such as lanes and intersections) that has attributes . An agent is a particular kind of entity that has agent capabilities . The

idea of agents as entities with attributes are in fact part of almost all agent-based metamodels, such as those presented by
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(a) TSC Agent. (b) Stages.

(c) Phase, Plan and Cycle.
Fig. 2. ATSC domain terminology and concepts. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Bernon et al. [12] . However, given that we follow a bottom-up approach, existing metamodels are not used as a start point

to avoid bias that can lead to the introduction of unnecessary or overly complex concepts. From the ABMS perspective, such

bottom-up specification can provide valuable insights on building an effective MDD approach. 

From the abstraction step, we observed that, essentially, a TSC is an agent that has a flow control capability for regulating

the flow of a set of streams. Consequently, it has a set of flow regulators to manage the known streams. These regulators

can be seen as actuators of the agent. Regulators can be in certain states, such as open or closed, green or red. Additionally,

regulators are homogeneous, which allows decoupling the concept of state from regulators, and abstract it as actuator states .

Therefore, each actuator state represents a preset that can be applied to any regulator, and its current state is the active

preset. The actuator state that is automatically activated when no other state is active is the default state. Actuators can be

grouped into actuator groups . All actuators of a group activate the same state simultaneously. Consequently, a group can be

seen as a single actuator, and therefore we abstracted them as actuatable devices. Each actuator is identified by a number

that relates the actuator to the corresponding stream (i.e., a regulator 0 is in charge of regulating the stream 0, and so on).

Streams are represented as an agent attribute with cardinality greater than one (i.e., a collection of streams). Additionally,

we consider actuators mutually exclusive: only one actuator or group can assume a non-default state at a given moment;

all others remain in the default state. Fig. 4 illustrates how domain concepts were abstracted to these metamodel elements.

In the bottom, there are concepts that were identified in steps 1 and 2 of the domain analysis. Dashed arrows point to the

metamodel elements that abstract such concepts. As can be seen, a TSC agent is abstracted to an agent and a flow control
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Fig. 3. ABMS metamodel (Part 1): Agents and traffic control elements. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

capability . Each traffic signal indicator is an actuator , and red/yellow/green states are actuator states . Stages are abstracted to

actuator groups given that the set of actuators that must simultaneously activate a state is obtained from stage definitions. 

The behavior associated with a flow control capability is related to the management of its actuators. An agent endowed

with a flow control capability selects a pair (actuator, state) for activation at every timestep. This pair is represented as

an agent attribute whose value is an activation element. A decision capability must be associated with this attribute. This

decision capability endows the agent the ability to select an activation that is appropriate to the current traffic conditions.

Next, we describe the decision capabilities that were identified in the domain analysis and incorporated into the metamodel.

3.2.2. Decision capabilities 

A decision capability represents a decision policy. Such a policy describes how to choose one amongst many available

decision options . Fig. 5 presents the elements of the metamodel that are related to decision capabilities. The set of available

decision options can be either static or dynamic. Static options are those specified during the model design. Any value is

considered a static option. As previously shown in Fig. 3 , actuators, actuator states, and activations are specializations of

value and thus can be decision options. Decision capabilities can also be decision options for another decision capability. In

such cases, the id of the decision capability is used for further reference (e.g., for specifying the states of a state machine

whose options are other decision capabilities). Dynamic options exist only during the simulation execution. Therefore, we

assume that these options are stored in agent attributes (e.g., a perception attribute). 

Periodically, the decide operation of each decision capability is activated and its output updates the value of a particular

agent attribute. From the domain analysis, we identified three types of decision capabilities: state machines, adaptation, and

learning. A state machine represents a fixed decision policy. It is composed of states , which are pairs of decision option and

transitions. A transition specifies the conditions that activate a particular target state. Such condition is specified with an

expression , which can consider any agent attribute in addition to the current state of the machine and its timer. To repre-

sent state machines, we adopt a subset of the Unified Modeling Language (UML) Statemachines metamodel 5 —highlighted

with gray in Fig. 5 . Because we used a bottom-up approach to specify our metamodel, we left out elements that would

unnecessarily increase its complexity. 

An adaptation capability represents an adaptive decision policy. There is an adaptation criterion that describes which

decision option should be selected among those available—the one that meets the criterion. Such a criterion acts as a fitness

or utility function and is therefore specified as an expression . 

A learning capability allows an agent to learn a decision policy. We consider a reinforcement learning 6 capability, with

which agents learn through experience. As agents act on the environment, they receive a reward signal based on the out-

comes of previous states and actions. States are represented by a learning state definition 6 , which use expressions to describe

the tuple of elements that characterize a state. The concrete states are created during the simulation execution, from a
5 http://www.omg.org/spec/UML/2.5/ . 
6 Elements related to reinforcement learning are highlighted in gray because they come from the existing literature in this context. Our metamodel 

includes them in terms of the Ecore elements. 

http://www.omg.org/spec/UML/2.5/
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Fig. 4. Example of concept abstractions. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

cartesian product of this tuple of elements. Actions are represented by the decision options that are related to the decision

capability. Finally, the reward signal is specified as an expression . As illustration, Fig. 4 also includes the abstraction of these

learning concepts into a learning element. The reasoning of TSC agents is based on reinforcement learning, more specifically

on the Q-Learning technique [88] . 

3.3. Language concrete syntax 

In order to model agent-based simulations in an expressive way, the language should provide building blocks for ATSC

elements. In the work of Santos et al. [77] , a domain-specific language—DSL4ABMS—focused on modeling the simulated

environment of agent-based simulations was proposed. The language adopts a graphical representation to reduce the effort

required to identify model elements and their relationships, and provides building blocks for recurrent elements of the

simulated environment. DSL4ABMS was empirically evaluated with humans, and results provided evidence that it decreases

the time needed to understand agent-based simulations. In this work, we extend the DSL4ABMS language. The metamodel

presented in the previous section was incorporated into DSL4ABMS, and additional representations were developed for its

elements. 

DSL4ABMS models objects that exist in the simulated environment as entities. Entities are represented using a box with

at least three sections: the entity name; how it is created; and its attributes [77] . In this work, we adopted the same rep-

resentation for agents. Fig. 6 a presents the concrete syntax used for representing agents. Guillemots ( � � ) denote place-

holders for model data. The first section shows the agent name. The second section enumerates the capabilities incorporated

into the agent. The last two sections describe the agent creational strategy and attributes, respectively. For details on the

latter two sections, we refer the reader either to [77] or to the DSL4ABMS complete concrete syntax description available

elsewhere. 7 

The concrete syntax of a flow control capability is shown in Fig. 6 b. With respect to the agent box, a flow control ca-

pability affects both the capabilities and attributes sections. Whenever such a capability is incorporated into an agent, two

predefined additional attributes are created: streams and activation (previously described in Section 3.2 ). Other agent sec-

tions remain unaffected. Additional specifications required by a flow control capability are represented as boxes connected
7 http://www.inf.ufrgs.br/prosoft/resources/dsl4abms/2017simpat/ . 

http://www.inf.ufrgs.br/prosoft/resources/dsl4abms/2017simpat/
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Fig. 5. ABMS metamodel (Part 2): Decision capabilities. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

to the agent by a line. The actuator(s) box shows the identifiers of actuators. Actuator groups and actuator states are shown

in their corresponding boxes. 

In our extended DSL4ABMS, decision capabilities are represented as boxes whose content describes the elements required

by each capability type, as shown in Figs. 7 a, 7 b, and 7 c. The top section of each box presents the corresponding capability

type and its identifier for further reference. The bottom section presents elements that are particular to each capability (as

described in Section 3.2.2 ). All other elements and sections are related to the specification of decision options. 

Decision options are specified with connections . A capability box includes an input connector (semicircle 8 ), from which

a connection to any model element that represents either static or dynamic decision options can be created. As mentioned

in Section 3.2.2 , a decision capability can also be a decision option of another decision capability. In such a case, an output

connector (filled circle 8 ) is shown in the decision capability box to denote that the capability is also a decision option. 

There is no restriction on the number of connections that can be created between a decision capability and model

elements that represent decision options. When there is just one connection, then all the elements of the connection target

are considered decision options. For example, if the target is the actuator(s) element, then all the available actuators will

be decision options of the decision capability. Similarly, if the target is another decision capability, all its possible outputs

will be considered decision options. In turn, when there is more than one connection, the cartesian product of the target

elements are considered as decision options. The middle section of both adaptation and learning boxes allows specifying

which options are indeed considered. It is highlighted in gray because this section is optional. If all decision options should

be considered, then no further specification is required. Otherwise, if just some options should be considered, they are

enumerated in this section. Consequently, the language allows constraining only static decision options. A state machine

box does not require such section because the considered options are those enumerated as states of the state machine. 

3.4. Model-to-code transformations 

Our DSL4ABMS provides the support needed to model agent-based simulations. However, support for code generation is

fundamental to reduce the effort to develop them. The generated code should include all the variables and operations that
8 Semicircle and filled circle connectors were inspired by the UML component diagram. 
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(a) Agent.

(b) Flow Control Capability and Traffic Elements.
Fig. 6. Concrete syntax of agent and traffic related elements. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

implement an agent’s behaviors and capabilities, in addition to the setup and execution of a simulation, as shown in the

source code template presented in Fig. 8 . Elements enclosed in square brackets are only generated if specified in the model.

The agent source code must include statements for defining its attributes, which must be either designer defined or

derived from agent capabilities (e.g., attributes for representing states and transitions are derived from a state machine

capability). The act operation implements the agent behavior and it is executed at every timestep of the simulation. All

other operations are related to agent capabilities. For each capability, an initialize operation must be generated to set it

up. The flow control capability requires an operation to select and apply an activation (pair actuator-state), which is invoked

by the act operation. In addition to operations that are particular to each decision strategy, a decide operation must be

implemented for each decision capability. This operation must select and return the appropriate decision option, and it is

also invoked by the act operation. 

The simulation source code must include statements for defining the model parameters, which can be coded as attributes

of the simulation. If the value of these parameters are provided by the user, operations to create input components must

be generated. The setup operation implements the creation and initialization of entities and the environment according to

the creational strategies specified in the model. Finally, the execution operation implements the update of entities and

the environment at every timestep, in addition to the activation of agents. 

In order to show that it is possible to generate runnable simulations from our metamodel and thus exploit the benefits

of an MDD approach, we specified model-to-code transformations to generate code for NetLogo [91] , a popular agent-based
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(a) State Machine. (b) Adaptation. (c) Learning.

(d) Connections.

Fig. 7. Concrete syntax of decision capabilities. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

simulation platform. Model-to-code transformations are performed through the use of production rules, which transform

instantiated concepts of our metamodel to NetLogo code statements and blocks according to the code template previously

presented. We recall that this template is platform-neutral, and thus can be used to guide the development of transforma-

tions that generate code for other simulation platforms. 

In our MDD approach, production rules were specified and documented using the Xpand template language. Each Xpand

template describes source code that is generated for its corresponding metamodel element. The complete Xpand specifica-

tion of the production rules is available on-line. 7 

To illustrate how the developed production rules work, Table 1 describes, using natural language, a subset of the rules

for transformation of agents, their attributes, and capabilities. Rules related to the reinforcement learning capability, more

specifically for the Q-Learning [88] technique, are also shown. Overall, one production rule is specified for each element

of the code template. The production rule column indicates the rule name which, when applied, is transformed into the

content presented in the transformation column. Model elements are enclosed in guillemots. The meaning of NetLogo state-

ments shown in this column is as follows: breed and breed-own statements are used to declare an agent type and their

attributes, respectively; procedure and reporter are used to declare operations—the latter declares an operation with

return value; and set is the assignment statement. 
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Fig. 8. Code templates for agents and the simulation. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Usually, agent capabilities demand certain data structures. For example, the Q-Learning technique demands a data struc-

ture (called Q-table ) for storing the discounted expected rewards of the agent. Such data structures are derived from each

particular agent capability and are generated automatically by the production rule agent attributes . The production rules

flow control capability and reinforcement learning capability make use of extra rules that produce code related to their

operations. As can be seen from the rules that produce a reinforcement learning capability, all the source code that imple-

ments the capability behavior is generated automatically, which positively affects development productivity. 

A verification procedure was performed to guarantee that generated simulations are adequately coded and correctly

implement the expected behavior [47] . Such a verification consisted of unit tests in the different parts of our metamodel,

in addition to detailed inspections of the source code and debugging sessions, to ensure that all the units of code are

performing their corresponding operations and are correctly integrated to implement each agent capability. 

4. Case study: Learning on traffic signal control 

This section illustrates the feasibility of using our MDD approach to develop agent-based simulations in the ATSC domain.

We show how agent and traffic-related elements are modeled using DSL4ABMS. To illustrate the code generation ability

of our MDD approach, we show fragments of the NetLogo code produced from decision capabilities. A discussion on the

effectiveness of our MDD approach is presented later, in Section 5 . 

The selected simulation was presented by Oliveira and Bazzan [63] , who analyzed the effects that TSC agents that adapt

their control policies cause in the performance of the traffic system. A cycle time of 60 seconds was considered, and three

signal plans were modeled. Each plan specifies the duration of two phases: north-south and west-east. Plan 1 gives equal

green phase duration time for both phases. Plans 2 and 3 give priority to the vertical or horizontal direction, respectively. In

these two plans, 70% of the cycle time is allocated to the phase of the preferential direction. TSC agents use reinforcement

learning to learn a policy for selecting the plan that minimizes the number of stopped vehicles over all its incoming lanes.

The reward used is the number of vehicles waiting at the intersection, in other words, the queue of vehicles at incoming

links. 

Fig. 9 shows how the TSC agent is modeled with DSL4ABMS. The ABStractme [61] tool was used for modeling. As can be

seen, the agent is endowed with a flow control capability to manage the traffic flow at its intersection. The streams attribute

has cardinality two because there are two incoming lanes: north-to-south and west-to-east, respectively. Each stream is

assumed to have an actuator, whose identifiers are listed in the actuator(s) element. Two actuator states (green and red—

default) are specified. Because there are only two actuators (one for each direction), no actuator groups are specified. The

activation attribute stores the current activation—actuator, state pair— and it is updated periodically according to a learning

capability. 9 The last two attributes are related to the agent perception and are used by the learning capability, as described

later. Instances of this agent are created based on the specified creational strategy, and they are located at the traffic nodes
of the traffic network. 

9 The letter E alongside an attribute denotes an expression definition. In the particular case of the activation attribute, the expression refers to the 

learning capability. In turn, the letter V denotes a static value. This notation was introduced in [77] . 
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Table 1 

Production rules (Partial View). 

Production Rule Transformation to NetLogo code 

agent type For each Agent → breed 
agent attributes For each �agent.attributes � → breed-own 

For each �agent.capabilities � → breed-own for derived attributes (e.g., Q-table) 

flow control capability For each �agent.capabilities � of type FlowControlCapability → 

flow control initialize 

flow control select activation 

flow control initialize For each �regulators � → set statements for setting up actuator and groups 

For each �states� → set statements for setting up actuator states 

For each �activations� → set statements for setting up activations 

flow control select activation set statements for selecting an appropriate activation and for 

applying it on the corresponding �regulators �
reinforcement learning capability For each �agent.capabilities � of type ReinforcementLearning → 

qlearning initialize 

qlearning compute reward 

qlearnig learn 

qlearning decide 

qlearning initialize For each �stateDef.stateElements� → set statements for setting up states 

For each staticOptions � and �dynamicOptions � → set statements for setting up actions 

qlearning compute reward For the reward expression → 

reporter , which evaluates the reward expression and returns its value 

qlearnig learn procedure that: 

Invokes reward reporter to compute its value 

Defines set statements for updating the Q-table using the Q-Learning update rule: 

Q(s, a ) = Q(s, a ) 

+ α[ r + γ max a ′ Q(s ′ , a ′ ) − Q(s, a )] 

where: 

Q is the Q-table 

s, s ′ are the current and resulting states 

a, a ′ are the current and resulting actions 

r is the reward 

α and γ are learning �parameters � . 

qlearning decide reporter that: 

Invokes the qlearning learn procedure 
Selects and reports an action according to a selection policy. 

For an ε-greedy policy, it would be argmax a Q ( s, a ) with probability 1 − ε, and a random action with probability ε. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Signal plans are specified as state machines because they are fixed decision policies for selecting an activation according

to the elapsed time. For example, the plan north-south state machine has as decision options combinations of actuators and

actuator states , as can be seen from the connections. However, only two out of the four combinations constitute states of

the state machine. The transition between these states are based on time: the state (0, green) is activated for 42 seconds

(which is 70% of the cycle time) and the state (1, green) for 18 seconds. 

Finally, there is a learning capability to endow the TSC agent with the ability to select plans. The state definition of

Oliveira and Bazzan [63] is based on the queue length of the incoming links. Such definition resulted in three states: equal

when the queue length is the same on both links; north/south when the north-south queue is longer than the other; and

west/east when the west/east queue is longer than the other. In our model, the expression that specifies a tuple of booleans

whose values define these three states is shown in Eq. (1) . 

(queue stream 1 = queue stream 2) , (queue stream 1 < queue stream 2) , (queue stream 1 > queue stream 2) (1)

The decision options of the learning capability are the three state machines that represent signal plans. The reward func-

tion proposed by Oliveira and Bazzan [63] is shown in Eq. (2) . It takes into account the queue of vehicles stopped at each

incoming link. This function is used as is in our model. 

reward = 

1 − (2 ∗ (queue stream 1 + queue stream 2) − | (queue stream 1 − queue stream 2) | ) 
10 

(2) 

The last section of the learning capability shows the learning parameters. Authors used the basic Q-Learning mechanism

and experienced different values for its parameters. In the model of Fig. 9 , these parameters were filled in with arbitrary val-

ues to illustrate a complete model. With the code generation ability provided by our MDD approach, a runnable simulation

can be generated for any particular set of parameters in order to find the combination that leads to the best results. 

As DSL4ABMS visual elements are part of diagrams to model a simulation, instances of metamodel elements are auto-

matically created from them to represent the simulation model. The model is saved in the XML Metadata Interchange (XMI)

format, a standard adopted by the EMF Ecore framework. Appendix A shows a fragment of the XMI file on which the plan

learning and plan north-south capabilities are specified for the TSC agent. 
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Fig. 9. DSL4AMBS model of the ATSC simulation created with the ABStractme Tool. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

NetLogo code is automatically generated by our code generator, which reads the XMI file and applies the model-to-code

transformations previously described. The generated code includes all the required statements to set up and run TSC agents.

To illustrate the output of the transformation rules, Appendix B presents fragments of the NetLogo source code that were

generated from the modeled simulation, in particular for setting up and running a simulation, and for the state machine

plan north-south and the reinforcement learning plan learning capabilities. 

Based on this case study, we demonstrate the feasibility of using our MDD approach to model agent-based simulations

in the ATSC domain and have its NetLogo source code produced automatically. The generated code contains routines that

implement both flow control and decision capabilities of TSC agents, and it is ready to be executed in the NetLogo simulation

platform. However, even if an MDD approach provided code generation for all the elements of a simulation model, it would

provide little benefit if the effort to design such a simulation model is similar to or higher than the effort to develop it

directly in the chosen simulation platform. In next section, we evaluate the effectiveness of our MDD approach for reducing

the development effort and thus for increasing productivity in ABMS. 

5. Evaluation 

MDD has been effective for increasing productivity in software development by focusing on both expressive modeling of

domain concerns and automated code generation. In this section, we present an evaluation of the effectiveness of our MDD
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approach. The evaluation consisted of an empirical study on which a software engineering metric was used to assess the

productivity of using our MDD approach to develop agent-based simulations. 

5.1. Goal and procedure 

The goal of our empirical study is to assess the productivity gains promoted by our MDD approach. The following pro-

cedure was adopted: i) we selected a set of existing agent-based simulations in the ATSC domain; ii) we modeled these

simulations using DSL4ABMS and generated its corresponding source code using our transformation engine; and iii) we

used a metric of productivity to compare models created using DSL4ABMS with existing simulation models. 

The metric we selected is the effort to develop agent-based simulation. In many software cost estimation models, the

effort is a function of the size of the system: the smaller the size, the lower the effort required to develop it. Consolidated

cost estimation methods such as Function Points [3] , COCOMO 2.0 [17] , SEER-SEM [31,49] , and SLIM [70] rely on size metrics

to estimate the required effort as person-months or calendar months. Even recent estimation models focused on web ap-

plications have considered size metrics as input [5] . Indeed, previous work showed that system size is the most significant

factor that affects development effort, quality and construction time [2] . 

Therefore, our evaluation considered the size of simulation models to measure the effort required to produce them. More

specifically, we used lines of code (LoC), which is frequently used as a software size metric [17,31,49,70] . In fact, LoC is a met-

ric that has been used to evaluate and compare design and development implementation effort in MDD approaches [64] .

This is also the case in multiagent systems [21] . When using LoC as input for effort estimation, a distinction between man-

ually produced and automatically generated lines of code should be made. The former requires human effort for being

produced, while the latter is produced by code generators. Given that our focus is on TSC agents, our study considered only

code dedicated to develop them and their associated behaviors. Comments and code block delimiters were ignored. 

DSL4ABMS uses a graphical representation. Thus, for a fair comparison, we used the atomic model element (AME) met-

ric [13] to measure the design development effort of DSL4ABMS simulation models. An AME is a visual modeling element

that is equivalent to a LoC. To classify a modeling element of DSL4ABMS as an AME, we adapted a generous estimation rule

proposed for UML class diagrams [13] . The following elements were counted as AMEs: model parameters; entity or agent

boxes; attributes and their corresponding initialization and update; agent creation strategy and each of its parameters; agent

capabilities, their options, and parameters; actuator states and groups; and connections of agent capabilities. 

5.2. Target simulations 

In the domain analysis activity, we identified three adaptive strategies recurrently used in ATSC agent-based simulations:

adaptation, learning, and state machines. In order to evaluate the effectiveness of our MDD approach for modeling these

strategies, we selected one existing simulation for each of them. As discussed, existing MDD alternatives cover only concep-

tual ABMS-modeling and, consequently, existing simulations are usually implemented using existing agent-based simulation 

platforms or general purpose programming languages to have a runnable simulation. We thus compared our approach to

alternatives with which a runnable simulation can be developed. Moreover, as we adopted software size metrics, availability

of source code is crucial for a fair comparison and thus was adopted as the criteria for selecting the simulations of our

study. Whenever available, simulations developed with NetLogo were selected, given that our MDD approach generates code

for this platform. 

Considering that a state machine represents a fixed decision policy, we selected a simulation of fixed traffic signal

plans [92] for evaluating the effectiveness of modeling them as state machine capabilities. The simulation of self-organizing

traffic lights [34] was selected to evaluate the adaptation capability. Both simulations are available for NetLogo 10, 11 . Finally,

to evaluate the effectiveness of using learning for traffic light control, we used the simulation of TSC agents with reinforce-

ment learning [63] previously presented in the case study section. This simulation is available for the ITSUMO simulation

platform 

12 . 

5.3. Results 

Obtained results are shown in Table 2 , separated by decision capability. Columns indicate: (i) AMEs : the number of

specified AMEs; (ii) MLoCs : the number of manually written lines of code; (iii) Development Effort : the sum of AMEs and

MLoCs, which is the (design and implementation) development effort of the manually created portion of the simulation

model; and (iv) GLoCs : the number of lines of code generated from AMEs. 

As can be seen, our DSL4ABMS language requires less development effort to produce simulation models for all the three

simulations. The workload of developers was reduced by 60.00%, 81.93% , and 85.21% , respectively. From the complete source

code required to run a simulation, approximately 50% is automatically generated. Vehicle and visualization-related codes,

which are out of the scope of our approach, corresponds to the remaining 50%. 
10 http://www.ccl.northwestern.edu/netlogo/models/TrafficGrid . 
11 http://www.turing.iimas.unam.mx/ ∼cgg/sos/SOTL/SOTL.html . 
12 http://www.inf.ufrgs.br/maslab/traffic/itsumo/ . 

http://www.ccl.northwestern.edu/netlogo/models/TrafficGrid
http://www.turing.iimas.unam.mx/~cgg/sos/SOTL/SOTL.html
http://www.inf.ufrgs.br/maslab/traffic/itsumo/
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Table 2 

Size comparison. 

Simulation AMEs MLoCs Development Effort a GLoCs 

State Machine / Fixed Plan 

NetLogo 1 34 35 1 

Our approach 14 0 14 116 

Adaptation / Self-organizing Traffic Lights 

NetLogo 1 82 83 1 

Our approach 15 0 15 103 

Learning / Reinforcement Learning 

ITSUMO 0 257 257 0 

Our approach 38 0 38 298 

a Development Effort = AMEs + MLoCs 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

It is also possible to observe that the total amount of lines of code (MLoCs + GLoCs) produced by our MDD approach

for TSC agents and their behavior is greater than the total amount of lines of code in the existing implementation, for all

simulations. Given that our metamodel considers domain independent abstractions (e.g., state machines and other decision

capabilities), generated code contains additional statements to implement these abstractions. Existing implementations, in

turn, are built upon application-specific abstractions that may not generalize to other domains. Nevertheless, GLoCs are not

considered as evidence of development effort, because no human effort is required to produce them. 

The presented results gives evidence that our MDD approach is effective for reducing the effort required for developing

agent-based simulations because the effort to design models using DSL4ABMS is lower than the effort to implement code

using NetLogo or ITSUMO. Given that an AME is equivalent to an MLoC, the sum of AMEs and MLoCs produced when using

our MDD approach is always lower than when using the simulation platforms. Although the number of AMEs produced

using DSL4ABMS is the highest, it is lower than the number of MLoCs produced using the simulation platforms, leading to

a reduction in the combined design and implementation development effort. Furthermore, the rule adopted for counting

AMEs led to a fine-grained and platform independent evaluation. Therefore, a few elements of DSL4ABMS were counted

as AMEs, but their size is not equivalent to, but lower than, a line of code (e.g., parameters of a learning technique). As a

consequence, the evaluation favored implemented simulations, giving us a stronger confidence of that our approach reduces

the human effort required to develop agent-based simulations in our domain. 

In summary, results of the empirical study showed evidence that our MDD approach leads to productivity gains. These

results, combined with the case study presented in Section 4 , allow us to conclude that our MDD approach is feasible and

effective for developing signal control agents in the domain of ATSC simulations. 

5.4. Threats to validity 

In this section, we discuss threats to study validity. An internal threat is that the AME metric is based on an estimation

rule to classify elements of DSL4AMBS as AMEs. As said, we adopted a generous estimation rule [13] . In spite of a few

elements of DSL4AMBS were counted as AMEs, their size is indeed lower than a line of code. Therefore, differences would

have been even larger if a more strict estimation had been adopted. 

An external threat to validity is that we considered one agent type (traffic signal controller), which may raise issues with

respect to the scalability of our MDD approach and its modeling language. In fact, scalability can be a problem in languages

with graphical notation. We mitigated this problem in the DSL4ABMS language by introducing the notion of concerns . Sim-

ulation concepts can be split into different diagrams that represent different concerns [77] . Indeed, the partitioning of the

model is recommended when engineering DSMLs in order to keep models manageable [85] . In this work, we focused ex-

clusively on ATSC simulations in which agents in charge of managing traffic signal controls are the main aspect considered.

Therefore, our work deals exclusively with the concern of traffic signal controller agents. A future work could be to ana-

lyze and incorporate other aspects into our DSML, such as microscopic vehicle models (e.g., car-following and lane change

models). These aspects would be modeled as additional concerns with their own diagrams (e.g., vehicles concern), and thus

would not compromise the scalability of our modeling language and the validity of our results. It is important to notice that

our evaluation has not raised evidence against the use of MDD in the ATSC or others domains. 

The modeling of one simulation for each decision capability is another external threat to validity. Additional simulations

were enumerated when we planned our experiment, either related to learning ( [1,59,73] ) or adaptation ( [35,36] ). When ex-

amining how these simulations deal with strategies for fixed traffic signal plans, adaptation, and learning, we noticed that

they differ not by the techniques adopted, but by its setup. For example, both Mannion et al. [59] and Oliveira and Baz-

zan [63] use Q-Learning as reinforcement learning technique but adopt different state representations and reward functions.

Therefore, this gives evidence that the selected simulations represent elements that are recurrent in agent-based ATSC sim-

ulations that adopt one of the three adaptive strategies considered in this work, thus mitigating the threat regarding our

selected simulations. Future work could incorporate other strategies into our MDD approach, which have been reported in

the literature, such as auctions [71] , without invalidating the results presented in this work. 
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6. Related work 

In this section, we discuss work related to our MDD approach. We start reviewing applications of MDD in the broad M&S

field, then we discuss MDD approaches targeted to MAS, and finally we narrow the review to approaches targeted to ABMS.

We conclude this section with a discussion on the effectiveness evaluation in these related approaches. 

6.1. MDD and the M&S field 

MDD has already been considered by the M&S community as a viable approach for producing executable simulations

from models. Models specified using either the Business Process Model and Notation (BPMN) or the DEVS Modeling Lan-

guage (DEVSML) were considered by Çetinkaya and coleagues [18,19] . In their work, model transformations were proposed

for generating simulations targeted to the Discrete Event Systems (DEVS) paradigm. Bocciarelli and D’Ambrogio also consid-

ered BPMN models [16] , in addition to models specified using the Systems Modelling Language (SysML) [14] , but proposed

transformations for generating simulations targeted to the Distributed Simulation (DS) paradigm. In contrast, our MDD ap-

proach is targeted to the ABMS paradigm, in which simulations are specified considering agents, interactions, and the en-

vironment. Modeling agent systems using languages conceived for modeling systems in paradigms other than ABMS would

potentially raise expressiveness issues, similarly to what was previously reported with respect to using UML for model-

ing agent-systems [9] . Our DSL4ABMS modeling language, instead, provides elements for modeling recurrent aspects of

agent-based simulations, such as flow control and learning capabilities, which reduce the abstraction gap and thus improve

expressiveness and productivity. 

A formal MDD framework for M&S—MDD4MS—has already been proposed [20] . The framework enumerates and formal-

izes the elements required by an MDD approach for M&S in order to support modeling and code generation. Metamodels,

modeling languages, models, model transformations, and the final simulation source code are enumerated as the main el-

ements. Additional elements are the metamodeling and transformation languages, and the programming language for final

code generation. Although our MDD approach was not described using the formal terminology of Çetinkaya et al. [20] , it

provides the elements enumerated in the MDD4MS framework and thus can be considered an MDD approach, but targeted

to the ABMS simulation paradigm. Because the goal of our MDD approach is to provide a practical and effective way for

modeling simulations and have their source code generated automatically, it is described using the terminology adopted

in a software engineering systematic method for developing domain-specific languages [82] . This method lays solely on

standards and frameworks recurrently used in industry (e.g., MOF, XPand) to describe an MDD approach. 

6.2. MDD and MAS 

With respect to model-driven development of agent and multiagent systems in general, Bauer and Odel [9] investigated

the use of UML for modeling agent-systems. In spite of being a modeling language widely adopted in industry to specify

software systems, the authors concluded that UML—and even its extension Agent UML [8] — is not expressive enough to

specify intricate aspects of agent-based systems. For example, off-the-shelf constructs to express aspects such as reproduc-

tion and emergent phenomena are missing. According to the authors, a useful way for representing such aspects, at a higher

level of abstraction, should be developed so as to model agent systems effectively. 

Kardas [52] reviewed a selection of model-driven approaches for MAS and classified them into three categories: i)

complete MDD approaches with multiple metamodels at distinct abstraction levels and model transformations—Cougaar 

MDA [40] , PIM4Agents and its DSML4MAS language [42,43,86,87] , and MDD4SW Agents [53] ; ii) partial MDD ap-

proaches with single metamodels and either model-to-model or model-to-code transformations—Malaca [4] , CAFnE [48] ,

TAOM4e [69] , PIM4SOA [94] , AMDA [93] ; and iii) extensions of existing MAS methodologies to support MDD—INGENIAS

Development Toolkit (IDK) [67] , Model-driven Tropos [68] , and Model-driven ADELFE [74] . Although these MDD alternatives

provide support for modeling and code generation, the author noticed that in most situations, such code is generated only

at the template level, and a significant amount of code needs to be manually completed. Therefore, feasibility and effec-

tiveness of these approaches are limited because the amount and quality of the automatically generated MAS components

appear to be insufficient. Furthermore, it is important to notice that these alternatives are focused on multiagent models,

and thus simulation aspects are uncovered. 

6.3. MDD and ABMS 

Many existing MDD approaches targeted to ABMS rely on—or are inspired by—UML diagrams for modeling simulations.

The model-driven approach of Iba et al. [47] is based on a metamodel that covers general aspects of agent-based simulations,

such as agents, behaviors, relations, goods, and information. The approach relies on the UML language for creating simulation

models on the basis of the proposed metamodel. While behaviors are specified with UML activity, communication, and

statechart diagrams, all other elements are specified with UML class diagrams. 

Duarte and DeLara [26] proposed a model-driven approach that provides a modeling language (ODiM) and model trans-

formations to generate code to the MASON simulation platform. In the ODiM language models are specified by means of

four diagrams: agent types, agent’s behaviors, agent’s sensors and actuators, and initial configuration. The concrete syntax
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of the ODiM language resembles UML with respect to the modeling of agent’s behaviors (UML statecharts) and agent types,

sensors and actuators (UML class/object diagrams). 

Garro et al. [32] proposed MDA4ABMS, a process based on the model-driven architecture for specifying simulation mod-

els. A light, task-based metamodel is provided for modeling structural and behavioral aspects of agents and the environment.

As in previously mentioned approaches, MDA4ABMS relies on UML for modeling these aspects. Moreover, code generation is

semi-automated. Guidelines are provided for manually transforming certain elements of these diagrams into code artifacts. 

As reported by Bauer and Odell [9] , UML does not provide expressive constructs to specify high-level aspects of agent-

based simulations. Aspects such as adaptation and learning need to be specified from scratch. Therefore, effectiveness is

compromised in these UML-based related work. In turn, our MDD approach provides a domain-specific modeling language

with off-the-shelf elements for specifying these recurrent, high-level aspects of agent-based simulations in models. 

Alternatively, there are MDD approaches for ABMS that do not rely on UML for modeling. These approaches range from

brand new metamodels with modeling languages and model transformations to extensions of existing agent methodologies.

The AMASON metamodel [55] was proposed to capture the basic structure and dynamics of agent-based simulations.

According to its authors, AMASON is focused not on providing a highly elaborated metamodel with specific suggestions to

all possibly occurring concepts, but on a metamodel that fits a wide variety of models. Consequently, it covers only very

basic structures and processes. Neither model transformations nor code generation is provided. 

The MAIA metamodel [37] captures social concepts such as norms and roles. It is based on institution analysis and

therefore is particularly focused on agent-based social simulations. In a later work [38] , semi-automatic code-generation

was proposed in the form of a guideline for transforming a MAIA model into an executable simulation. Human intervention

is required to perform transformation of aspects such as the simulation setup. 

Ribino et al. [72] analyzed existing agent-based simulations in order to retrieve common and specific elements. A con-

ceptual metamodel was proposed, highlighting the main elements and relationships found in the considered simulations.

According to the authors, such metamodel acts as a concept repository and thus may be used as a guideline for designing

new simulations. Model-driven development is not a concern in this work. Therefore, the feasibility of producing ready-to-

run simulations from these conceptual models is not considered. 

In the IODA methodology for agent simulations [57] , a modeling language was proposed for specifying the simulation

dynamics as interactions among agents. An interaction is considered a condition/action rule involving a source and a tar-

get agent. The concrete syntax of the modeling language is characterized by an interaction matrix, which indicates what

interactions an agent may perform or undergo, and with what other agents. However, there are no available coarse-grained

simulation building blocks and thus complex interactions must be specified from scratch. 

The use of the INGENIAS [66] modeling language to specify agent-based simulation models was proposed by Fuentes-

Fernandes et al. [29] . The INGENIAS language provides elements for modeling agent-related aspects such as agents, roles,

goals, tasks, events, interactions, and societies. Similarly, Sansores and Pavón [75] adopted the INGENIAS language for mod-

eling and proposed model transformations to generate code for agent-based simulation platforms. In both work, further

customizations in the INGENIAS language were required to support the modeling of simulation aspects, such as the tem-

poral and spatial extent [76] and the scheduling and management of agents’ life-cycle [39] . In spite of providing improved

representation for agent-related aspects in comparison to UML, the INGENIAS language does not provide expressive elements

for recurrent aspects such as adaptation and learning. Additionally, as reported by Kardas [52] , the INGENIAS development

kit has issues with respect to code generation—code is generated only at the template level. 

MDD alternatives in the context of traffic control simulation were already considered. D’Ambrogio et al. [25] adopted

a matrix representation for modeling traffic intersections and crossing trajectories (stages) with their green, yellow, and

red intervals. Model transformations were proposed to transform such a traffic intersection model into a queueing-based

model, instead of an agent-based model. As previously discussed in the paper, agent-based systems might be a solution to

overcome the challenges of complex traffic demands. There are work in traffic specialized literature reporting the use of

agents (e.g., [22,27,50] ), and there are initiatives to integrate agents into existing traffic simulators (e.g., [7,83] )—but integra-

tion relies on programming libraries and so on programming skills. An MDD alternative specifically targeted to agent-based

traffic simulations was proposed by Fernandes-Isabel and Fuentes-Fernandes [28] . However, their metamodel is based on

general, agent-related concepts such as tasks, goals, and facts. Several elements are required for specifying sophisticated

agent behaviors such as a learning capability. 

As can be seen, these approaches have limited support for modeling intricate aspects of agent-based simulation and for

generating code from them. In our MDD approach, such sophisticated structures were abstracted and incorporated in the

metamodel, and our DSML provide ready-to-use building blocks for them, reducing the burden of simulation development. 

6.4. Remarks on the effectiveness evaluation 

Finally, it is noteworthy to discuss how these MDD approaches have been evaluated. As previously mentioned in the

background section, MDD is effective for increasing productivity in software development if the effort is focused on modeling

high-level domain concerns instead of programming statements [80,84] . Such a gain in productivity would not be possible if

the effort to create models using the provided modeling languages and metamodels were greater than using other ways (e.g.,

programming languages). Therefore, in order to show that any MDD approach is effective and thus improves productivity, one
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must go beyond showing that it is feasible . Only few existing approaches provided empirical evidence of the effectiveness of

MDD approaches either in the modeling and simulation domain [15] and, more broadly, in software engineering [21,51] . 

With respect to related work on MDD targeted ABMS, we observed that they limit themselves to showing examples and

case studies that demonstrate the feasibility of their MDD approaches—the ability to model and, in some cases, to gener-

ate code. No effectiveness evaluation is presented. Therefore, despite being able to generate code from models, there is no

evidence that the effort required to create these models is less than developing the simulation directly on the target simu-

lation environment. Differently, in our work, an empirical study was conducted to provide such an evidence of effectiveness.

We showed that the human effort required to create a simulation model using our modeling language is lower than using

existing simulation platforms. 

7. Conclusion 

Developing agent-based simulations is a challenging task, because of a heterogeneous group of involved roles. MDD

allows focusing on domain concerns while hiding implementation details. Previous work adopted MDD in the context of

agent-based modeling and simulation in a limited way and lacks empirical evidence of its promoted benefits. 

In this paper, we explored the use of this approach in the ABMS context, in the adaptive traffic signal control domain.

Narrowing the domain is important because in MDD there is a trade-off between generality and expressiveness. As result, we

provided a metamodel and domain-specific modeling language, in addition to code generation for agent-based simulations

in this investigated domain. The work is grounded on a domain analysis performed in a disciplined way, using existing

agent-based simulations. Steps of our domain analysis allowed us to identify the concepts added to our metamodel, such

as the flow regulator agent and decision capabilities. Nevertheless, these concepts are present in other similar domains,

and can be potentially reused. Examples of such domains are the distribution of provisions to relief centers in a disaster

simulation, or the regulation of the throughput of links in a data network. Further studies must be performed to validate

this. 

Our evaluation showed that the design and implementation effort—measured in terms of size—required to develop simu-

lation models using our domain-specific language is 60–86% lower than models created using existing simulation platforms.

The number of lines of code and model elements, which are size metrics, have been used to evaluate the reduction of effort

provided by MDD approaches. 

Given that our language metamodel was built through a domain analysis activity that considered existing agent-based

simulations, these results also provide evidence that the steps of the conducted domain analysis are effective and can po-

tentially be used to identify and abstract concepts in other domains. This leads to a derived bottom-up domain analysis

method, with which it is possible to identify concepts that are recurrent in agent-based simulations in other domains and

provide ready-to-use building blocks for them. 

Results presented in this paper pave the road towards an effective use of MDD for developing agent-based simulations.

Our long-term goal is to use MDD to allow people with little or no ABMS expertise to build agent-based simulations. Further

work must be conducted towards this goal. First, experiments with humans must be conducted in order to evaluate sub-

jective aspects, such as usability and comprehensibility. Moreover, specifically in our domain, other simulation techniques

and aspects, left out of the scope such as alternative learning models and communication, should be incorporated to our

metamodel. 
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Fig. A.1. A Fragment of the XMI file with the simulation model is shown in Fig. A.1 and Fig. A.2 . 
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Fig. A.1. Continued 

 

 

 

Appendix B. NetLogo Listings 

B1. Source code for setting up and running a simulation 

Fig. B.1 shows the NetLogo routines generated to setup and run a simulation. The setup routine invokes the gener-

ated procedures that create and initialize agents and their capabilities, while the go routine, which is activated at ev-

ery step of the simulation, invokes generated procedures for updating agent attributes and for activating the learning

capability. 
Fig. B.1. NetLogo generated routines to setup and run the simulation. 
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Fig. B.2. Fragment of the generated code for the plan north-south state machine. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

B2. Source code for the state machine plan North–South 

Fig. B.2 shows a fragment of the code generated for the state machine plan north-south . It is a NetLogo reporter that

determines the decision option that must be chosen by the state machine according to the current state and transitions.

Any decision capability of type state machine follows this code structure. 

B3. Source code for the learning capability plan learning 

Fig. B.3 shows a fragment of the code generated for the learning capability plan learning . It is a NetLogo reporter

that determines the decision option that must be chosen by the learning capability whenever it is activated. As can

be seen, the decision takes into account the computed reward and the current state of the agent. Additionally, the

q-table data structure is updated to reflect what was learned from the last action performed—in other words, the

last decision option chosen. Finally, the next decision option is chosen. Because the decision options of this learning ca-

pability are state machines, the chosen state machine is activated (with the runresult statement) and its decision is

reported. 
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Fig. B.3. Fragment of the generated code for the learning capability plan learning . 
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